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Introduction
Exploring melodic accent structures and their underlying perceptual regularities is an important task in several areas of music research. Firstly, in structural and reductive approaches in music analysis, like the Schenkerian paradigm, it is important to know which notes have perceptually more weight than others. Secondly, the perception of melodic accent structure is probably closely related to the representation of melodies in memory. It can be hypothesized that the more salient notes of a melody (i.e. more accentuated notes) are better remembered whereas less important notes are likely to be forgotten or altered in memory in some way. Thirdly, accents play a fundamental role in our understanding of how metrical structures are constructed cognitively. We define a melodic accent as the perceived property of a particular note of a melody, i.e. its perceptual salience or its (accent) strength. A melodic accent is thus a perceptual construct and does not relate to any particular source by which the percept was induced. As we will discuss in detail below, the sources that can induce melodic accents include the pitch domain, rhythm, harmony, metre, dynamics, agogic, timbre/ instrumentation, lyrics, etc. as well as contextual sources such as simultaneously occurring events in the accompanying music.
The paper is organized as follows. In the first part, we start with an in-depth examination of theoretical and empirical approaches to accent perception. Then, a formalized system of 38 accentuation rules is given. Subsequently, we report a listening experiment yielding rule models for accent perception in pop music melodies. An evaluation of the models is given followed by a critical discussion and an outlook to further investigations.
Background
Following general approaches to perception and cognition (e.g. Neisser, 1976; Gibson, as cited in Reed & Jones, 1982) , several theories in music research have emphasized the importance of selecting, structuring, and weighting external musical input to form expectations and facilitate cognitive processing (e.g. London, 2004; Huron, 2006) . Cue abstraction (e.g. Delie`ge, 1996) and the ability to discriminate the important from the unimportant is believed to operate, at least in part, at a psychophysical level which involves semi-automatic processing (e.g. Balkwill & Thompson, 1999; Eerola et al., 2006) in addition to acquired semantic aspects and effects of enculturation. We believe that the perception and the processing of accents in melodies takes place along these general lines and serves several functions.
One important aspect of melodic accents is that they are efficient and robust cues that can be abstracted during listening and retained in memory. Abstracting melodic accents may therefore reduce memory load, while a sufficiently accurate representation of a melody can still be stored for comparison with future melodic events. Monahan et al. (1987) , as well as Mari Riess Jones and collaborators Jones & Ralston, 1992 ) were able to demonstrate that accent structures of short melodies were indeed kept accurately and robustly in memory, while surface information was forgotten more easily.
A second function of melodic accents is to provide temporal markers and establish a metrical grid, which supports the anticipation of musical events at certain time points (see e.g. Large & Jones, 1999) . The expectations generated from these anticipations are believed to direct listeners' attention and can thus be considered as an important component in the generation of subjective musical structure, particularly in metre induction and rhythm perception.
Since Cooper's and Meyer's statement that 'an ultimate definition [of melodic accents] in terms of psychological causes does not seem possible with our present knowledge' (Cooper & Meyer, 1960, p. 7) various studies have focused on the cognitive induction of temporal structure through perception of rhythmic and melodic accents. Among the most prominent models in this field are the internal clock model by Povel and Essens (1985) , the relation between melodic cues and metre perception as described by Hannon et al. (2004) and the Joint Accent Structure hypothesis by Jones and Boltz (1989) which has evolved into a somewhat general model of attention (Large & Jones, 1999; Jones et al., 2002) on one hand, and into a time and duration memory model for the auditory domain (Boltz, 1992 (Boltz, , 1995 (Boltz, , 1998 on the other.
However, the interplay between attention, expectation and accents is quite complex. Accented events can create expectations in the listener via establishing a metrical frame. Fulfilment of metrical expectations can give rise to events as being accented, e.g. on downbeats. But it is obvious that a violation of these expectations, i.e. surprise, will catch the listeners' attention and give rise to the perception of an accented event as well (see Huron, 2006) . Viewing it from a melody composition perspective, these two opposing sources for accent perception, expectation fulfilment and expectation violation, need to be balanced in some way, otherwise neither of them can take place. One solution is to use different musical dimensions, instead of the temporal dimension alone. For example expectations with regard to metre can be confirmed by placing note onsets on strong metrical positions while expectations with regard to melodic contour can at the same time be violated by frequent reversals of the melodic direction or the use of large interval skips. Indeed, most approaches agree that there are several possible sources that contribute to the perceived accent strength of a particular note. Following Monahan and Carterette (1985, p. 3) and Parncutt (1994, p. 426 ) the perception of an accent can arise from note volume, duration, timbre (instrumentation), its relation to underlying tonality or harmony, its relation to a metric structure, and changes in the pitch sequence. As an additional dimension we would like to add the position of a note within a melodic structure.
In music theory and analysis one can find numerous explanations of why certain notes are more important than others (e.g. Piston, 1950a,b; de la Motte, 1993) , and thus have greater salience. But an algorithmic systematization of procedures for determining the accent strength of any given melody has not been developed yet. Furthermore, explanations of note accent strengths are rarely backed up with empirical evidence from listener studies.
Turning to the psychological literature, there are several models that describe simple mechanisms or rules for determining the accent strength of melodic notes within one dimension. Thomassen (1982) , for example, puts forward a classification of possible three-note patterns (trigrams) with respect to their melodic contour. The probability of an individual note being perceived as an accent is calculated in his model as the product of two accent probabilities determined by their position as second or third element of a three-notes group. Testing this model with an indirect paradigm using judgements for rhythmical regularity for isochronous tone sequences, Thomassen (1982) found a good correlation between the participants' responses and the predictions resulting from his contour based model. Other dimensions that might contribute to the perceived accent strengths of melodies were deliberately ignored by Thomassen. Similarly, a number of studies by Dirk-Jan Povel and colleagues (Povel, 1981; Povel & Okkerman, 1981; Povel & Essens, 1985) investigate the influence of tone 20
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durations on the perception of accent strength in monophonic sequences and on the induction of a cognitive metrical grid in the listener (see also Parncutt, 1994) . Melodic movement or harmonic relations are again deliberately left out. In most empirical investigations on metre induction Eric F. Clarke noted a lack of the exploration '(. . .) of different kinds of accent and the ways in which accentual and temporal factors mutually influence each other (. . .). This is unfortunate both because purely temporal models of meter perception (. . .) are unrealistic in the demands that they make by deriving meter from temporal information alone and because such models tend to project a static and one-dimensional view of meter, rather than the more dynamic and fluid reality that is the consequence of the interplay of different sources of perceptual information (temporal and accentual)' (Clarke 1999, p. 489 ; see also Hannon et al., 2004) .
There is a second kind of model in the literature, which explicitly regards several dimensions simultaneously that could be sources of accent perception in melodies. Huron and Royal (1996) showed that in real melodies (e.g. monophonic excerpts from Western art music, Gregorian chant) accents from selected dimensions significantly correlate with metrical position or the onset of text syllables. This notion of accent coincidence and its perceptual consequences is the subject of a large body of empirical psychological research. Two of the most prominent models in this respect are the model of melodic-rhythmic consonance by Caroline Monahan and colleagues (Monahan & Carterette, 1985; Monahan et al., 1987; Hirsh et al., 1990; Monahan, 1993) and the Joint Accent Structure hypothesis within the dynamic shape model developed by Mari Riess Jones and Marilyn Boltz (e.g. Boltz & Jones, 1986; Jones, 1987 Jones, , 1993 Jones & Boltz, 1989 ; see also Pfordresher, 2003 , for further empirical testing). Both models are quite similar in various aspects, which makes it possible to give a general description. We will mainly focus on the formulations as given in Monahan et al. (1987) and Jones (1987 Jones ( , 1993 for a brief summary of both models.
The main feature of the two models is that both assume accent coupling, i.e. stronger accents arise where accents from different dimensions coincide. For instance, they account for the intuitive notion that a long note that follows a large jump and reverses the contour of the melodic line, is likely to be perceived as an important note within a melodic sequence. Both models consider accents from intervallic movement, pitch contour, note duration, and specific note position. Monahan et al. (1987, p. 580) additionally take melodic grouping structure into account following work by Vos (1977) , whereas Jones and Boltz incorporate the harmonic context of a melodic note (Boltz, 1991 (Boltz, , 1993 (Boltz, , 1999 ; see also Jones' 'tonal end accent', Jones, 1987, p. 623) .
Both models employ summation for calculating a combined accent strength value from individual dimensions. Thus, accents from each dimension are usually assigned a weight of 1 while it is assumed that only one accent can arise from each dimension for a given note. An accent arising for example from pitch contour can be added to an accent from note duration and the resulting accent strength would thus be twice as high. Therefore, an explicit weighting scheme for accents from different dimensions is not introduced in either model. Inspired by Maury Yeston's work (1976) , and in addition to the notion that accents can coincide on notes (consonance), Monahan and colleagues also proposed to model series of accents in different dimensions that are phase shifted, but can be characterized by regular time intervals forming ratios of small integer values. They term this phenomenon out of phase consonance and illustrate it by a series of notes in which pitch and rhythmic accents alternate regularly. The third concept to characterize the relation of accent series is dissonance, which they use to describe the unpredictable non-coincidence of accents from two different dimensions. Very similar concepts for the characterization of relative timing behaviour between accents from different dimensions have been proposed also within the Joint Accent Structure framework (e.g. Jones & Pfordresher, 1997; Pfordresher, 2003) .
For estimating the importance of individual notes of a melody, Monahan and colleagues assume the consonance of accents as the appropriate modelling concept. From these considerations results the simple calculus of summing accents over all considered dimensions.
Both models assume the induction of a temporal or metrical structure that allows for event anticipation and expectations. Monahan et al. refer here to the concept of an internal best metrical clock developed by Povel and Essens (1985) . Jones and Boltz postulate their own concept of dynamic rhythmic attending for listening to a melody, or more generally, for perceiving a series of temporal events (Jones & Boltz, 1989; Jones et al., 2002) .
Finally, both models formulate very similarly specific rules for the determination of an accent for a specific note in a specific dimension that are largely in concordance with general knowledge from music theory and psychoacoustic research. Most of these rules are based on Gestalt laws, like the principles of proximity, similarity or good continuation, which are then individually applied to the musical information within the several dimensions.
But most rule formulations lack the precision to be unambiguously applicable in all analysis situations. The formulations of temporal structure accents due to long duration, might serve as an example. Jones (1987, p. 624) states that '[. . .] any relatively long or short tonal duration defines a temporal accent.' The same idea is expressed similarly by Monahan et al. (1987, p. 577) : 'The strongest natural temporal accent tends to appear on tones initiating lengthened intervals (as measured from the attack point of one tone to the attack of the The perception of accents in pop music melodies 21 next, denoted IOI for inter-onset interval).' Both formulations might serve well for the generation of artificial experimental stimuli where the experimenter chooses a minimum ratio that defines the relation between long and short tone durations. But in order to use this rule for determining temporal accents a decision must be made about the precise meaning of 'relatively long' and 'lengthened intervals'. Possible operational definitions range from 'longer than the previous note' over 'at least two times the duration of previous note' to 'longer than the mode of durations of the melodic phrase'. Similarly, we find imprecise definitions for pitch and contour accents in the literature. For example Pfordresher (2003, p. 433) explains that '[m]elodic (m) accents were created by pairing changes in pitch direction with local increases in the semitone distance between successive pitches.' But unfortunately he does not make explicit how he defined 'local', nor what a sufficient criterion for an increase might be.
Therefore, it is one of the chief aims of the present study to test various operational definitions of Gestalt principles that might be suitable for accent perceptions. We formulated and implemented several rules differing in a previously specified parameter (e.g. relative duration length) when we could not find clear indications in the literature. In this aspect the present study can be seen as an exploratory search through the parameter space for certain rules. This search is facilitated by our attempt to impose a taxonomic structure onto the rule set that in turn helped with the definition of new rules.
Moreover, our study aims at selecting a set of rules corresponding to a set of dimensions and to combine the rules in a way that is optimal for explaining accent strength perceptions of notes in a melody. Previous studies have not rigorously tested the explanatory power of individual rules in the context of a model. In the case of the above delineated models by Monahan and Jones and Boltz, summative models were constructed on the basis of a priori considerations and then tested for their explanatory power. Likewise, Parncutt (1994) constructs a model for computing durational accents on the basis of several a priori assumptions. But none of these studies systematically experimented with adding and subtracting individual rules to or from the original model. Thus, we took very explicit care in the process of variable selection given a huge solution space defined by the number of possible rule combinations.
Not only should this study select some operational rule formulations that are superior to others in terms of explaining human accent perception, we also would like to address the question of how selected rules may be combined into an overall model with high predictive power. As mentioned above, most previous studies have chosen to sum accent values from different rules. An obvious improvement to this approach is to build weighted sums where weights might be interpreted as reflecting the relative importance of the individual rules within the model. An optimal rule weighting is the result of linear logistic regression models we applied in the analysis of the experimental data. We tried a second approach in the form of a classification tree model (e.g. Breiman et al., 1984) . This type of model is very well suited for modelling interactions of rules in a hierarchical sequence. Tree models are generally quite efficient in situations where relations between variables are nonlinear or data is missing. Often they yield simple graphical interpretations. As we only have little a priori knowledge of the nature of the cognitive processes which combine the rules for different musical dimensions into an overall model, regression models and tree models are two deliberately different attempts to explain experimental data, and thus are by comparison possibly illuminating the nature of underlying cognitive processes.
Another explicit goal of this study is the construction of an instrument for accent strength measurement. This is a slight difference from most of the aforementioned studies, which were primarily interested in testing the influence of certain Gestalt principles on melody or accent perception empirically (e.g. Eiting, 1984; Jones et al., 1987; Jones & Ralston, 1991; Boltz, 1993; Pfordresher, 2003) . In many experiments the primary method of empirical validation has been to create artificial melodic sequences that are either in accordance with certain principles under scrutiny or not. The influence of that specific principle on melodic accent perception can then be assessed easily by statistical tests. At the same time the possibility to generalize the experimental results from artificially constructed sequences to real melodies of any style often remains unexplored and questionable. In contrast to artificially generated musical stimuli, we employ melodies from pop songs as experimental stimuli. They are presented as dead-pan MIDI files with uniform timbre as well as within their original audio context. The difference between the best fitting models for the MIDI melodies and the audio variants of the experiment should inform us about the ability to generalize models constructed on the basis of experiments with monophonic melodies to the perception of melodies embedded in a realistic song context. To our knowledge no experiment to date has tested the descriptive power of basic Gestalt-rules for melodic accent perception with excerpts from real songs.
Summary of goals
In summary, we define four primary goals of this study.
First, to identify the most important rules that are involved in human accent perception.
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Second, to define models in which the perceptual rules can be combined. This follows the idea favoured by Boltz and Jones (1986) , and by Monahan et al. (1987) that accent sources from different musical dimensions are evaluated simultaneously in human melody perception. But our concern is also the way of combining different accent rules.
Third, to compare results for monophonic melodies and melodies embedded in their original musical context. With respect to musical context, we limited ourselves to pop music melodies that are stylistically familiar to most listeners.
Fourth, to devise an analytic algorithm that assigns accent markers or accent weights to any monophonic melody in a cognitively valid way.
Layout of the study
With these goals in mind we designed a new experimental approach to study accent perception in melodies. Our approach encompasses several steps:
1. Precisely define a large set of mainly binary accent rules from the literature including possible variants. 2. Determine all possible accents algorithmically for all notes in a set of melodies according to the defined accent rules. 3. Let listeners judge the accent strengths of notes in a set of melodies-monophonic melodies as well as the same melodies in the original context. 4. Fit data from algorithmic accent rules to participants' ratings using different approaches (logistic regression, regression trees) of selecting accent rules with the highest explanatory power. 5. Evaluate the accuracy of the rule models using a different data test set. 6. Construct an accent assignment algorithm on the basis of the most accurate model. 7. Compare results for melodies in the original context and monophonic versions of the same melodies.
Accent rules
With regard to the selection of accent rules from the literature we limit ourselves mainly to simple rules that can be coded on the basis of individual note events and in a binary manner, i.e. a specific musical condition is fulfilled by a note in a given context or it is not. For the sake of exploring the space of binary accent rules gathered from the literature, we divide the accent rules tested here into six different categories: rules concerning pitch interval, pitch contour, note duration (inter-onset interval), position in phrase structure, metre and syncopation, and tonal context. These categories serve only as an initial heuristic for handling a large set of rules systematically and correspond to what seems to be common sense in accent research rather than to a particular psychological or musical theory. We ignore the dimensions of timbre and polyphonic coincidences (accompaniment) for the scope of this study, which focuses on monophonic melodies. Nonetheless, these dimensions might play an important role in the perception of melodies in the context of polyphonic music.
We define each rule unambiguously for all possible analytic situations in a way that can be implemented in a computer program straightforwardly. We do not claim that the following list of rules is exhaustive in any respect but we do think that it covers many of the ideas discussed in the accent literature and supplies alternative implementations where the transduction from an idea to an unambiguous rule is not directly evident. In this regard, the following list of rules can be viewed as a first and tentative attempt to explore the potentially large space of factors that have an influence on melodic accent perception.
We conceive melodies as sequences of pitches and onsets. Additionally, we make use of metre information that is provided with the test stimuli (see paragraph on metre related rules below). For most of the rules, accents are simple binary markers that indicate for every note if
The perception of accents in pop music melodies 23 the note receives an accent according to one accent rule. In this case, the accent value is 1, otherwise it is 0. The only exception is the contour rule by Thomassen (1982) , which assigns a probability value between 0 and 1 to a note. We interpret this value as an accent strength value.
Pitch interval rules
From statistical surveys it is known that large intervals are much less common in most musical cultures than small intervals (Dowling & Harwood, 1986; Huron, 2006) . Thus, large intervals can be seen as some kind of expectation violation forming possible events of interest within a melody. However, it is not clear what the critical interval size might be for an accent to be perceived. Beyond that, there are differing opinions in the literature on which of the two notes involved is accented. Therefore we formulated rules, where either the first, the second or both notes receive an accent. As a result we defined ten different accent rules using pitch interval information, which seem to cover most of the accent rules concerning interval size in the literature.
Pitch contour rules
For a long time pitch contour has been regarded as a very significant dimension of melody perception (e.g. Dowling & Fujitani, 1971; Dowling, 1978) . The reversal of melodic direction seems to be an event that can trigger accent perception. But authors differ in their opinion on how to handle changing notes that are part of an ornament, like a trill. We formulated several variants that differ in the definition of a changing note. We also assigned the rules for contour based accents defined by Thomassen (1982) into this category. Unlike the rest of the contour based rules, Thomassen's rules result from taking into account a three-note context. As Thomassen postulates an algorithm, which is rather complex and since it is defined in detail in the original publication, we give only the reference here.
Inter-onset interval rules
In many previous studies duration and inter-onset intervals (IOI) have been identified as decisive factors for grouping, accent perception, and metre induction. We limit ourselves to inter-onset intervals and do not regard the true duration of notes and rests between notes. The accent rules based on inter-onset intervals differ in regard to time interval of reference, the deviation from that reference (short versus longer), and to the ratio of the inter-onset interval to the reference interonset interval that is sufficient to generate perceptual accent.
Rule name Definition jumpaft3
Accent on a note after a jump of 3 or more semitones jumpaft4
Accent on a note after a jump of 4 or more semitones jumpaft5
Accent on a note after a jump of 5 or more semitones jumpbef3
Accent on a note before a jump of 3 or more semitones jumpbef4
Accent on a note before a jump of 4 or more semitones jumpbef5
Accent on a note before a jump of 5 or more semitones jumpbea3 Accent on notes before and after a jump of 3 or more semitones jumpbea4 Accent on notes before and after a jump of 4 or more semitones jumpbea5 Accent on notes before and after a jump of 5 or more semitones jumploc Accent on the second note of an interval that is at least two semitones larger than its successor and predecessor interval and, thus, constitutes a change towards a class of a larger interval (see Monahan et al., 1987) Rule name Definition pextrem Accent on a contour extremum note, i.e. predecessor and successor notes both are lower or higher in pitch, as well as the first and last note of a melody pextrst Accent on contour extremum note excluding changing notes according to Steinbeck's (1982) definition, i.e. notes where the two preceding and succeeding notes are not all either lower or higher than the present note pextrmf Accent on contour extremum note excluding changing notes according to Mu¨llensiefen and Frieler's (2004) definition, i.e. notes that are surrounded by two notes with the same pitch pextrsta Accent on note following note accented by pextrst thom Accent weight according to Thomassen's (1982) algorithm, which is based on the seven possible pitch direction patterns that can be formed by 2-interval chains (3-note patterns) thomthr Thresholded version of thom; all values 50.5 are assigned the value 0, all other values are set to 1 24 Daniel Mu¨llensiefen et al.
Position rules
Phrase ending and beginnings are widely believed to be places of high attention, and therefore induce accent perception. But what exactly is a musical phrase? We experimented with several existing models for melodic phrase segmentation (Cambouropoulos, 1998; Temperley, 2001 ). Informal tests with these models showed unsatisfactory results when applied to pop music melodies. We therefore used a 2-rule segmentation model, named SimpleSegmenter, that captures the factor which most of the current segmentation models regard as central for boundary perception, namely long inter-onset intervals. Thus, SimpleSegmenter can be seen as a common-sense model for melody segmentation, which is rather conservative because it recognizes only long temporal gaps as an indicator for phrase segmentation but disregards other sources of melodic discontinuity. Once an on-going evaluation of different segmentation approaches is completed, (preliminary results presented in SimpleSegmenter can easily be replaced by a more accurate (i.e. less conservative) segmentation model. According to the SimpleSegmenter model phrase endings are defined by notes with an inter-onset interval of at least 4 times the mode of IOIs found in the entire melody or by notes with an IOI of more than 1.5 s. The last note of a sequence is always counted as a phrase ending. In a way, the following position rules can also be defined in terms of inter-onset intervals, but for further extension to other segmentation algorithms and for conceptual clarity they are presented here in an extra section.
Metre and syncopation rules
In the model by Monahan and colleagues accents arising from notes starting on a position on the metrical grid play an important role. In the audio excerpts used as experimental stimuli, beats and metre were clearly detectable due to the accompaniment. For the monophonic version of the melodies, participants had to induce the metre from the melody itself. For the computational model which needs metre information as input in order to apply binary metre and syncopation rules, we are left with two options: either we use a metre induction model from the cognitive and computational literature and have the metre induced for each melody. Candidate models for metre induction can be found for example in Eck (2001), Temperley (2001) , Frieler (2004) , and Volk (2008). Or we use the metre information as given in the MIDI files which stem from the transcriptions of the melodies in their song context by an expert transcriber and thus can be considered the objective metre. Either way we cannot be sure that all of our subjects deduced the metre of the monophonic melodies in the same way, either according to any cognitivecomputational model or as the correct metre. Without explicitly testing or biasing their metre perception in a secondary task at the time of the experiment there is no way to determine what proportion of the listeners induced the objective metre or what alternative metre they represented cognitively. However, results of a smallscale pre-test with a few cognitive-computational models showed model-induced metre information was problematic both in terms of the quality of the results and also with regard to practical issues. In particular, it seemed that the tested computational models were developed for melodies from different repertoires (Western art music or folk songs) and thus performed less well on pop melodies most of which have inherently different rhythmic characteristics. We therefore chose to use the objective metre as given in the MIDI file. This also allows for a more general practical applicability of the model since it thus can be used on any monophonic MIDI (having the obligatory metre information) and does not require a pre-processing with foreign software. Nonetheless, to increase the cognitive validity of the proposed accent perception models, a necessary step in a subsequent study would be to evaluate the different existing metre induction models on a stimulus set taken from the pop The perception of accents in pop music melodies 25 repertoire and to incorporate one or more metre induction models with acceptable performance as a preprocessing stage into the overall accent strength computation. In summary, the effectiveness of the binary metre and syncopation rules in this category depends on two conditions, namely (a) that the objective metre found in the MIDI files is in some way related to the metre induced by the participants and (b) that the rules operating on the induced metre and the notes of the melody correspond to a cognitive process carried out by the participants. In a worst-case scenario where listeners would have consistently induced a metre different from the objective one, the metre related rules would show little predictive power at the time of evaluation against the experimental data. Thus, by including rules that make use of the correct metre information we test whether external metre information, if it is available, can help with predicting listeners' accent perception in pop melodies. Of course, if metre and syncopation rules fail to be effective predictors for accent perception it is difficult to determine whether themselves are badly constructed or whether the metre information in the MIDI files was incongruent with the listeners' perceptions. But if for our empirical dataset rules based on external metre information actually were effective for predicting the perception of melodic accents then external metre information would be very relevant for many practical applications dealing with melodic data from standard symbolic music formats like MIDI, **kern, EsAC, or MuseData.
While we are aware of a number of complex models of rhythm and syncopation perception that generate differentiated parametric profiles of metrical and syncopation strengths (Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1984; Smith & Honing, 2006; Fitch & Rosenfeld, 2007) , we limit ourselves again to binary rules for reasons of comparison and parameterization outlined above. As said before, it would be very interesting to incorporate some of these parametric models of syncopation strength into an accent perception model but a different framework for combining and weighting output from different pre-existing models would have to be established.
Syncopation is generally assumed to be important in Western popular music. There are several algorithmic definitions in the literature and we used different methods to determine syncopations. We adopted one view on syncopation as events being shifted forward from a beat position to a weaker position directly before, leaving the following beat position unoccupied. This phenomenon is known by musicians as 'anticipated beats' or 'offbeats' (Temperley, 1999) . According to this view no distinction between different kinds of subdivisions of a beat IOI are necessary.
In a slightly alternate definition, syncopation can occur on any level of a metric hierarchy (Temperley, 2001) . Higher levels of a metrical hierarchy are obtained by grouping and lower levels are achieved by dividing of inter-onset intervals. Each inter-onset interval of a metric level can be divided (or grouped) individually in either a binary or ternary pattern, which again can be divided (grouped) individually, thus giving a metric tree in a bifold recursive way. The reference for building a metrical hierarchy is the beat level, which is thought to be most stable, so no subdivision of a higher level is admissible which doesn't coincide with the beat level. A strong position of one level is defined as being part of the next higher level. Then, syncopation is defined as the occupation of a weak position within a metrical level while the next following strong position is left free; in the case of ternary subdivisions ('strong-weak-weak') according to this view, a note on the first weak position followed by a pause on the second weak position and followed by a note on the next strong position is a syncopation too. However, all melodies used in this experiment are in 4/4 metre with largely binary subdivisions of the beat.
Rule name Definition beat1
Accent on a note on the first beat of a bar beat13
Accent on a note on the first or second metrically strong position of a bar, i.e. in 4/4 metre on the first or third beat beat1234
Accent on a note on any beat sync1 Accent on a note before the first beat of a bar and with an IOI extending over the next beat position sync13
Accent on a note before beat 1 or 3 of a bar and with an IOI extending over the next beat position sync1234
Accent on a note not on any beat and with an IOI extending over the next beat position synchalf Accent on a note with an onset on beat 2 or 4 of a bar and an IOI extending over next beat position 3 or 1 sync0
Accent on a note with an onset on the first subdivision level of the beat level (quaver or quaver triplet) with IOI longer than the time span of the subdivision sync8s
Accent on a note with an onset on a second subdivision level of the beat level (semiquaver or semiquaver sextuplet) with an IOI longer than the time span of the subdivision sync16s Accent on a note with an onset on a third subdivision level of the beat level with inter-onset interval longer than the IOI of the subdivision 26 Daniel Mu¨llensiefen et al.
Tonal context rules
Tonal context has been introduced comparatively recently into the above cited multi-accent models. Particularly Marilyn Boltz (1991 Boltz ( , 1993 Boltz ( , 1999 explored the effect of a note being part of an underlying harmony and simultaneously falling into a specific structural position (phrase ending) or metrical position. In order to decide whether a note is part of a tonal context the underlying tonality has first to be induced from the monophonic melody. The Krumhansl-Schmuckler algorithm (Krumhansl, 1990) has generally proven to yield quite reliable results for tonal music. We used the Krumhansl-Schmuckler algorithm on a bar-wise basis like suggested in Krumhansl (1990) . For determining the underlying harmonies from the audio examples, a manual transcription of the chord sequences was carried out and the two rules of tonal context were applied on the basis of the transcribed chords from the accompaniment and not using the Krumhansl-Schmuckler algorithm.
In addition to the perception of accents which might arise from the above-defined 38 rules, of course, supplementary accentuations of notes are perceived in actual performances of songs according to relative loudness, articulation (e.g. slides and slurs, microrhythmic deviations) and lyrics. We deliberately did not account for these possible sources of accentuation, firstly because we aimed for a general comparability between monophonic MIDI-melodies and the original audio excerpts. Secondly, it is a very challenging task in itself to measure perceived loudness, articulation and semantic content. These features can correlate with the structural accents or a performer can deliberately decide to use them against the melodic structure. In any case, these supplementary accentuations are not catered for in our models and thus constitute uncontrolled variables which might contribute to the overall variance.
The 38 rules were implemented in the MELFEA-TURE software toolbox for melodic analysis. The output is a set of 38 binary vectors (with the exception of the original formulation of Thomassen's contour rule), each vector having as many elements as there are notes in the melody. Each binary vector element represents the existence or the absence of a given accent feature at a particular note in the melody. Figure 1 shows a melody example in staff notation with the binary values resulting from the application of six arbitrarily chosen accent rules written underneath.
As can be seen from Figure 1 , according to the rule longpr (i.e. give an accent to a relatively long note, i.e. a note starting an inter-onset interval longer than the preceding inter-onset interval) the second and the fourth note receive an accent. As can be seen, the frequencies of assigned accents vary considerably among the rules. For example, since the melody contains only three phrases, the rule phrasend gives only three accents, whereas longmod assigns an accent to 15 out of the 31 notes.
Experiment

Method
Given the opportunity to recruit musicology students with a high musical background as participants, we chose an explicit experimental paradigm, which involved reading pseudo-staff notation and marking the accent strength of individual notes.
Procedure
The participants were asked to listen to a short melody and to mark each note within a graphic representation of the melody indicating the perceived degree of accentuation. A pre-test showed that a three-point scale was suitable, because a finer scaling made the decision process considerably slower and more difficult. The three scale steps were termed 'not accentuated' (no mark, coded as 1), 'accentuated' (circle around note, coded as 2), and 'strongly accentuated' (circle and additional cross, coded as 3). The graphical representation of each melody (see Figure 2 ) was intended to be easy to follow along while listening to the melody excerpt. It contains all the necessary elements to accomplish the task and is still quite close to the original transcription from which it was derived. It shows only the approximate lengths (mainly quarter and eighth notes) and the relative pitch heights of the individual notes. There are no rests, bar lines, or staff lines included. For all audio examples that included vocals, the lyrics were printed below each note, to make it easier to follow the notation.
Participants
29 students of an introductory course in music psychology at the University of Hamburg took part in the experiment (12 female and 17 male students from 20 to 29 years old, mean age 23.2). All participants showed strong preferences for popular music styles, which The perception of accents in pop music melodies 27 suggests that they were familiar with the musical idiom of the test items (see below). Most of the participants had been playing a musical instrument for a long time (mean 12.1 years) and are still practicing (mean 4.1 h a week) and playing music (8.9 h a week) on a regular basis. Two experimental sessions were conducted separated by a two-week time interval. Each session lasted for about 25 min. The participants were instructed that the experiment was about the perception of melodies and that the degree of accentuation was assumed to differ between the notes of a melody. Since each test melody was presented four times the participants were advised to just listen to the melody first, to circle the important notes the second time, to indicate at the very important notes the third time on the response sheet, and finally to examine their own ratings the last time the melody was played. Following the instructions, a training example was played to ensure that the graphical melody representation and the marking scheme were well understood. Participants could indicate whether they had problems understanding the concept of melodic accents or the task itself.
Both test sessions comprised 15 melodies. Additionally, two melodies were used exclusively to check for within-subject consistency (see below). Silent intervals of approximately 4 s were inserted between the four repetitions of each melody while different melodies were separated by 10 s of silence. In a pre-test, participants reported that it was easier for them to rate the monophonic melodies than the original excerpts. In order to maintain a high concentration level throughout the experimental sessions, we presented in both sessions the original excerpts first and thereafter the monophonic examples in a randomized order. After the first experimental session participants answered a questionnaire on personal data, musical training, music preferences, and feedback concerning the task. The second experimental session two weeks later involved the same participants, but an alternate version of each of the 15 melodies.
Stimuli (the melodies)
We prepared two versions of each of the 17 melodies: an excerpt from the audio recording of a popular music song 
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('original melody'), and a single-voice melody extract ('MIDI melody') played with the 'grand piano'-sound (MIDI patch 1) of the general MIDI device of a PC (Microsoft Software Wavetable Synthesizer with Roland Sound Canvas digital samples). Most of the excerpts were chosen from successful and typical but not very wellknown pop tunes. In addition, there were three excerpts of contemporary R'n'B songs, one example of Jamaican Ska, one Reggae song and one Trinidadian Calypso tune (see Appendix for details of the songs used as experimental stimuli). The MIDI melodies were based on the vocal melodies of the recording excerpts as transcribed by the authors. In the first experimental session, eight original melodies and nine MIDI melodies were presented. In the second session, the participants listened to the original melodies corresponding to the MIDI melodies they had heard two weeks before and vice versa, except for the two consistency items. To test the consistency of the participants' ratings, additionally one original melody and one MIDI melody were played in both parts of the experiment. Each excerpt had a duration between 10 and 20 s and a 2-or 4-beat metre with binary eighth notes (quavers, i.e. no 'swing' eighths). The tempo of the melodies varied between 75 and 155 bpm.
Results
Task difficulty
The majority of the 29 participants reported that they seldom (17 participants) or never (11 participants) had difficulties relating the note symbols to the notes of the aurally presented melodies. They were able to maintain a good level of concentration during the task (with a median of 7 on a 10-step rating scale with '10' indicating perfect concentration) and they rated the task to be of medium difficulty (median of 5). Furthermore, contrary to the participants in our pre-test a majority of participants (24) reported the MIDI task to be more difficult than the audio task. Possibly, this might be due to the missing cues regarding metre and melodic phrasing in the MIDI condition with unaccompanied monophonic melodies. Missing these cues, the induction of the metrical structure can become more difficult for the participants, particularly for the often highly syncopated pop melodies. However, overall the experimental task was of medium difficulty to the participants and the explicit rating paradigm appears to be apt for the collection of empirical data on accent perception.
Consistency tests
The question of between-subject consistency concerns the possibility of whether modelling all participants' answers with one algorithm is feasible or whether any important or interesting of information would be lost when only some kind of average is modelled.
Within-subject consistency
As one of the primary aims of this study is to model human perception of melodic accents with algorithms we have to first answer the question whether the human behaviour as evidenced by the data from this accent task satisfies the basic conditions to be modelled by an algorithm. If most of our participants gave wildly diverging answers to identical stimuli in two different testing sessions then modelling the participants behaviour with an algorithm that always returns exactly the same answer when given the same stimulus would not be adequate.
We assessed within-subject consistency on the basis of the two melody items that were presented identically in both test sessions using Cohen's (1968) kappa as a standard procedure. The kappa coefficient ranges from 7? to 1 and as a rule of thumb Landis and Koch (1977) associate ranges of the k-scale with categories of agreement. According to their heuristic scheme k-values 0 indicate no agreement while values of 0.21-0.4 denote low agreement, and values of 0.41-0.6 mean moderate agreement and so on. We computed two k-values from the 3-point accent ratings for all the notes of the two repeated melody items (1 original and 1 audio item) for each participant. We then screened the 28 participants from which we obtained ratings for both repeated items for low k-values (1 of the 29 original participants gave missing values for one of the repeated items). Figure 3 To check how within-subject consistency depends on the use of the rating scale we collapsed all ratings for normal and strong accents to one category and computed the same statistics. The distribution of the k-values from the binary data is depicted in Figure 4 .
It is very clearly skewed towards the upper end of the scale. Mean k for the binary values is 0.45. A paired Wilcoxon test (test statistic: 251, p 5 0.001) confirmed the greater agreement as measured by Cohen's k for the binary data (accent versus non-accent). Taken together, the data of the participant group seems to have an acceptable level of within-subject consistency already for the original 3-point ratings and we therefore decided to include the data of all participants in the subsequent analysis. A significantly higher agreement is found in the experimental data when only the participants' binary choices of whether a note is an accent or not are considered. For this reason, we chose to use only the binary information from the participants' ratings data in the subsequent analysis and collapsed all strong and normal accent ratings to one category. Additionally, it appears to be conceptually easier to model a data set with a binary response variable instead of trying to capture the additional information provided by the ratings on a 3-point scale. The 3-point scale ratings can at best reflect an ordinal scale level in the participants' judgments but they do not really allow for models that are designed for interval-scale dependent variables and that make assumptions like normality in the error distribution which are difficult to obtain with data from such a restricted measurement range.
Layout of the data analysis
In this section we will report the results of the variable selection, modelling procedures, and the model evaluation. Due to space limitations, we will focus primarily on the treatment of the data obtained for the MIDI melodies. We processed the audio data almost identically and we will therefore only report the main results derived from the original audio items. The main goal is here to provide sufficient data and results for the reader to judge whether the models generated from MIDI and audio stimuli are indeed similar. Thus, unless stated explicitly otherwise, all numbers presented in this section refer to the data from the MIDI experiment.
In order to obtain one dependent response variable we added up all of the binary ratings and divided by the total number of participants (n ¼ 29) for each note of each melody. This response variable, thus, represents proportion data in the sense that it indicates the proportion of participants in our sample who consider a particular note to be an accent. We aim at modelling, i.e. predicting, this response variable with the 38 accent rules. With the exception of the untransformed Thomassen rule (thom) these 38 predictor variables contain binary data. As it is unclear from a priori knowledge how human listeners derive accent perceptions and judgments from the various musical parameters we decided to model the influence of the predictors on the response variable in two different ways. The first model comes from the family of General Linear Models and is additive by nature. This notion of additivity corresponds to previous accent models e.g. by Monahan et al. (1987) , Boltz and Jones (1986) and Parncutt (1994) . The response variable in this model is modelled by a binomial model, which is an obvious choice for proportion data (see e.g. Collet, 2003; Crawley, 2007, Ch. 16) .
1 In contrast, the second model is conditional in nature and primarily models the interaction between predictors and not their sum. We chose a regression tree model as proposed by Breiman et al. (1984) . The response The term logistic regression is also commonly used to refer to this type of model emphasizing the type of transform (logit) applied to the response variable. However, we like to refer to this model as a binomial model emphasizing the type of error distribution of the response variable that we assume, leaving some leeway to explore other options of transformation (e.g. probit transformation) of the response variable.
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Daniel Mu¨llensiefen et al. variable in this model is understood as a continuous variable bounded within the limits of 0 and 1. Since our aim is to generalize the resulting models to unseen pop melodies beyond our experimental stimuli we took special care not to overfit the models on the basis of this particular dataset. We therefore randomly split the 15 tested melodies into three subsets of five melodies each. The subsets were used for the different steps in the data analysis. We performed variable selection and model fitting on the first and second subset respectively and reserved the data of the third one for evaluation of the two models. The evaluation results should, thus, reflect the model performance in a more honest way, as the melodies of the evaluation subset were not used in the model construction.
The binomial model
Many of the 38 accent rules described above were constructed in a similar way and only differ in a parameter value. As mentioned before this was done to search the parameter space within which accent rules reflecting perceptual principles can be implemented. As a result variable selection is a necessary and important first stage in the data analysis. The variable selection was carried out in three consecutive stages: variable clustering, single variable selection from clusters, and variable selection within model fitting. The first two stages were run on data subset 1 (n ¼ 117 note events) while the second one was done in combination with the parameter estimation for the predictors on subset 2 (n ¼ 118 note events). Instead of relying on the heuristic preconceptions about how rules should be grouped that were rather based on their algorithmic construction principles, variable clustering provides a way to check empirically the closeness of the relationship that exists between variables given our set of pop melodies. We first computed the pair-wise distances between all 36 rules, excluding the non-binary thom rule and the sync16 rule which did not indicate any accent for the melodic data of subset 1. We chose the widely used Jaccard distance (Jaccard, 1901) as a distance measure. The Jaccard distance considers only those cases (notes) where either of the two accent rules to be compared predicts an accent. This is a desired property of the distance measure given that the distribution of accents versus non-accented notes is heavily biased towards the non-accent category for almost all accent rules. We then used hierarchical agglomerative complete linkage clustering (see e.g. Everitt, 1974) to construct the tree of clusters that is visualized in Figure 5 in a so-called cluster dendrogram.
It is easy to see that the cluster tree is closely related to our initial heuristic grouping of accent rules. For The perception of accents in pop music melodies 31 example all rules that indicate accents after interval jumps of varying size are grouped together very early into one cluster. Similarly other rule sets that differed in a parameter value like the rules giving accents to longer notes and the rules giving accents on metrical beats also form close and early clusters. But also some rules that were previously not conceived as similar reveal correlations according to this clustering solution. As an example, the cluster formed by long2mod, phrasend, and later triadphen can be explained by frequent coincidences of very long notes coming from the triad of the underlying chord on phrase endings. The cluster tree does not imply a single clustering solution with a fixed set of numbers but encompasses all possible clusterings of a dataset. A decision has to be made by the researcher where to cut the tree or, looking at it from a different perspective, how many clusters to choose. At this first stage of the variable selection process we intended to be fairly inclusive, i.e. to aim for a high number of clusters, given that there are two further stages of variable selection. The cut of the tree was based on the knowledge about which aspects of the melodic data the rules reflected and on the increase of the cluster height, i.e. the between-cluster distance according to the complete linkage criterion. The increase in cluster height is depicted in Figure 6 .
A sharp rise in cluster height is clearly visible between 21 and 20 clusters (reading from right to left). At this stage, the thomthr rule is still separated from pextrem and phrasebeg and has not yet joined the small cluster of rules assigning accents to relatively short notes (shortpr and short2pr). We subsequently selected the best-performing rule from each of the 21 clusters. This was carried out by determining the correlation between the binary predictions of each rule and the proportion of participants that indicated an accent at each note from the melodies of subset 1. Previous studies used the Pearson correlation coefficient to quantify the relation between a binary Fig. 6 . Decrease in overall cluster height by increasing number of clusters of accent rules.
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variable and a variable reflecting proportions. But this coefficient is based on the deviation of the individual values from the mean and we argue that the mean is not a very meaningful concept for vectors of binary values and with strongly unbalanced categories (on average, all accent rules give an accent on every fifth note, and the mean is about 0.2). In this situation, false negative predictions by an accent rule (i.e. accent rule indicating 0 on specific note and more than average participants indicate 1) are much less strongly penalized than false positive predictions where the difference between the mean (0.2) and the binary prediction (1) is greater. As an alternative to Pearson correlation for relating the binary predictions of the accent rules to the interval-scaled values of count variable we chose the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). The AUC is a well-known measure from signal detection theory (e.g. Swets, 1973 ) and a widely used evaluation metric rating scale paradigms. In theory, the AUC values range from 0 to 1, however values below 0.5 are considered to indicate a negative correlation. The AUC is not equivalent to the Pearson correlation between a continuous and a binary variable and in contrast to the Pearson correlation the AUC is bias-free which means that it takes the distribution of 0s and 1s in the binary variable into account. 2 For each of the 21 accent rule clusters, we selected the one with the highest AUC value measured in comparison to the proportions data of subset 1. Table 1 shows the AUC values of all 37 binary accent rules along with their cluster memberships as well as indications whether the rule represents the best rule form its respective cluster.
These 21 selected accent rules and the non-binary thom rule then entered a combined model fitting and another round of variable selection on data subset 2: we fitted a full model of all 21 predictors from the binomial family to the proportions response variable. Then we excluded predictor variables in a step-wise backwards selection using the Bayes' Information Criterion (BIC) that combines an indicator of model fitness (log-likelihood) and a penalty for model complexity. In a final step we eliminated all model terms where the probability of the coefficient value did not reach a significance level of 0.05.
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The resulting binomial model is stated in terms of the so-called log odds ratio, i.e. the logarithm of the ratio between successes (i.e. p, number of participants indicating an accent) and failures (i.e. q, number of participants not indicating an accent) and involves the following nine predictors and corresponding linear weights: The parameter estimation was done using an approximation to the maximum likelihood criterion as obtained by the iteratively weighted least squares (IWLS) procedure (e.g. Venables & Ripley, 2002, p. 185) . We used the functions glm, stepAIC, and update as implemented in the statistical software R.
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The model has a relatively high residual deviance of 293 on 108 degrees of freedom. But except for jumbea4-which acts as a modifier on the effect of jumaft4-all model terms have a positive coefficient value. The largest contribution comes from phrasend while the local jump rule (jumploc), the metrical rule beat1, and longpr, which accents relatively long notes, also play an important role. Taken together, the model combines rules from almost all rule families that we used for the initial categorization (rules from the categories of pitch intervals, pitch contour, inter-onset intervals, metre and syncopation, and phrase position) and we therefore consider it a comprehensive model.
A simpler model with just four rules was constructed from the original audio data. The model formula including the relative weights of the individual rules reads as follows:
The model features the metrical rules beat1, sync1, and sync8s strongly and gives some weight also to notes after large pitch jumps (jumpaft4). It appears to be much more a rhythmical model than the binomial model constructed from the MIDI data. The residual deviance is 640 over 113 degrees of freedom, which indicates a worse model fit.
The tree model
As an alternative model to combine the predictions from the various accent rules we used a regression tree model. In contrast to the additive nature of regression models, tree models rather model the interaction between predictor variables. The modelling approach is in this sense complementary to the binomial model described above. Although regression and classification trees have been a standard technique in machine learning for almost 30 years they are rarely used in modelling data from music perception experiments (exceptions are Mu¨llensie-fen, 2004; Kopiez et al., 2006; Mu¨llensiefen & Hennig, 2006) . The idea behind regression trees is to partition cases into a few categories of the dependent variable by a set of independent variables. The process of partitioning is hierarchical and recursive such that the resulting output lends itself very easily to be displayed in a graphical tree structure. Amongst others, the built-in mechanism of variable selection and the ability to deal with missing cases by so-called surrogate variables are the most convenient features of tree models. We used the CART algorithm as proposed by Breiman et al. (1984) and as implemented in the rpart package of the statistical software environment R.
As dependent variable we used again the proportion of participants indicating a note as accented and we included all 38 accent rules in the set of potential predictors. We then constructed the regression tree model using the default parameters as given in the R implementation with the exception of the complexity parameter (cp) that defines the pruning of the regression tree to a certain level. We chose cp according to Therneau's and Atkinson's (1997) rule of thumb that looks for a minimal sized tree within one standard deviation of the lowest cross-validation error. As variable selection and parameter estimation is performed as part of the same process in the construction and pruning of the tree model we used data subsets 1 and 2 (n ¼ 235 note events) to arrive at the final tree model. The model is shown graphically in Figure 7 .
The tree graph reads as follows: if the condition at the node is satisfied one descends to the left otherwise one goes to the right. For example, at the first node the model splits at notes according to whether they are longer than the previous note (longpr). Shorter notes then get split into notes syncopated at any level and non-syncopated notes (sync1234). The non-syncopated notes mark a terminal node at this branch and are associated with the low value of the response variable of 0.211. The syncopated notes are eventually split into those that are part of a large interval (jumpbea5) and those that aren't. The former terminal node receives a higher value of 0.537 while the latter one gets a lower value of 0.321. Relatively long notes on the other hand get subsequently split according to their Thomassen contour value, whether they fall on any beat in the bar, and according to whether they constitute a phrase end or not. The highest proportion value receives those notes that are longer than their predecessor note and have a Thomassen contour value of at least 0.108 and have their onset coinciding with a beat in the bar. This model could be considered simpler than the binomial model in that it only makes use of five different accent rules from four different conceptual categories. It explains 57.4% of the variance in the data (equivalent to the R 2 value of a linear regression model) and a cross-validation error of 58%. It is interesting to note that, like the binomial model, it also features longpr and phrasend as well a rule associated with jumps (jumpbea5) from the pitch interval category.
For the original audio data we obtain a tree model that is similar in some aspects (see Figure 8) : longpr is the rule at the first node by which the cross-validation error is reduced most. It is followed on either branch of this tree by rules giving weights to the strong beats of the bar (beat1, beat13). The model contains also the rules phrasend and sync13 which corresponds to the MIDI tree model. The differences to the MIDI model consist mainly in the exclusive use of the rule that uses metrical 34
or note duration information. None of the pitch contour or pitch interval rules has any significance in this tree model for the audio data. The model fit is slightly higher compared to the MIDI model featuring an R 2 value of 61.9 and a cross-validation error of 43.8%. The perception of accents in pop music melodies 35
Model evaluation
To compare the two different models and to obtain an honest estimate of their predictive power on unbiased data, we tested them on the third data subset reserved for evaluation that comprises 147 note events. The proportion of participants that would assign an accent value was predicted for each note from the model formulae of the binomial (after converting back from log-odd ratios to proportion values) and the tree model. As evaluation measures we computed (a) the Pearson correlation and (b) the mean accuracy which is defined as 1-the difference between the model's predictions and the actual proportional value from the empirical data over all notes in the evaluation set:
To get a feel for the absolute degree of performance of the models we also included a trivial model in the comparison. The trivial model simply predicts for each note the mean proportional value of the subsets 1 and 2. Table 2 summarizes the results of the evaluation performance for both midi and audio data. The best performance is achieved by the binomial model on the MIDI data. On average the binomial model is accurate by 87% in its predictions of the number of participants that will classify a note and accent. This is approximately equivalent to a deviation of 4 (3.73) out of the 29 participants. The tree model performs almost as well on the MIDI data (86%), and in fact when rounded, its average deviation is also 4 (4.16) participants. We tested the significance of this difference in model performance with a two-sided t-test corrected for unequal variances. The t-test did not indicate a significant difference between the two models (t(289) ¼ 71.17, p ¼ 0.24) but both models proved to have a significantly different performance from the trivial model (binomial versus trivial: t(277) ¼ 74.28, p 5 0.01; trivial versus tree: t(287) ¼ 3.06, p 5 0.01 ) which has an average deviation of 5 (5.42) participants.
A similar result comes from the models constructed from and tested on the audio data. Here, the tree model shows a superior performance (mean accuracy 84%, meaning an average deviation of 5 participants). But the superiority over the binomial model turns out to be insignificant (t(291) ¼ 1.4, p ¼ 0.16) while the difference between each model and the trivial model is highly significant (binomial versus trivial: t(291) ¼ 73.69, p 5 0.01; trivial versus tree: t(291.91) ¼ 5.25, p 5 0.01) with the trivial model exhibiting a high average deviation of 7 (6.95) participants.
With regard to the audio example it cannot be decided from this data, of course, to which degree the perceived accents were induced by melodic structure alone that is modelled by the accent model and to which degree accents were evoked from the interplay between melody and events in the accompaniment. All the evaluation figures tell us is that when we apply a model working on purely melodic information we obtain a prediction accuracy that is worse than if the model is tested against listening data from monophonic melodies but still at an acceptable level and still significantly better than a trivial model. Epistemologically, it cannot be claimed that this model gives a comprehensive account of melodic accent perception in listening to full pop songs. But nonetheless, this evaluation indicates to which degree a purely melodic model might be useful in applications dealing with full songs.
A look at Figures 9 and 10 that compare empirical and model predicted proportional accent values for two example melodies from the data test set illuminates the quality of the predictions a little further. For melody no. 15 we see an almost perfect fit (apart from a difference in scale on some notes), which indicates clearly that the model follows closely the accent structure as derived from the experimental data. In contrast, the predictions for melody no. 4 seem to miss out on some clear perceived accents, e.g. note no. 8, 10, 21, and also erroneously predict a higher value for some non-accented notes, e.g. note no. 6, 17, 20. But still parts of the accent structure seem to be captured even in this example melody where the binomial model performs rather badly. Also, we find good and bad examples of accent predictions by the tree model for the audio data shown in Figures 11 and 12 .
The audio version of melody no. 4 is predicted rather well by the tree model despite a few missed accents, e.g. notes 22, and 26. However, the tree predictions for the audio version of melody no. 7 has comparatively more misses, notes 10, 12, and 14, and false alarms, e.g. notes 7 and 16.
Taken together, the overall performance of the two models on the test set and the qualitative look at badly and well-predicted melodies yields a satisfying result. Both models do very well on some of the test melodies while for the melodies where they do less well there is no obvious trend indicating systematic failure, i.e. misses and false alarms have an equal occurrence and even with the difficult melodies the models pick up parts of the accent structure correctly.
Predicting binary responses
Depending on the use or application of a melodic accent perception model it can be desirable to predict only the binary response whether or not a note is The perception of accents in pop music melodies 37 perceived as having a melodic accent. A naive approach would be to consider all notes that get an accent voting denotes at least 50% of the participants to be true accents in a binary scheme. Unfortunately, a fixed threshold like 50% implicitly assumes a certain level of agreement between participants but if the participants' votes are rather noisy or follow multiple but diverging strategies for accent a particular melody then reaching a 50% agreement on a particular note is rather unlikely. Figure 10 (MIDI data for melody no. 7) is a good example of a melody where votes are split between participants. Out of the 28 notes of this melody there are only two where the accent votes clearly sum up to more than 50%, and there are about four notes with proportional accent values that hover around 50%. A fixed threshold of 50% seems to be quite arbitrary in this case. And in fact, the participants marked 7.84 accents on average on this melody (SD ¼ 2.8, range: 3 to 12). A binary accent solution for this melody using a fixed threshold of 50% would therefore result in an accent profile that has too few accents, already for the participants' data but even more so for the model predictions which contain only four notes with proportional accent values of 450%. Therefore, instead of cutting off the accent profiles at a fixed threshold and in order to avoid under-or overaccented melodies we are aiming at binary accent solutions that have a reasonable number of accented notes per melody.
For the two data subset we used for training each participant marked an average of 8.02 accents per melody with melodies having a length of 15 to 31 notes. Or to express this differently, over the ten melodies in the training datasets, the rate of notes per accented note has a mean of 2.9 for the MIDI data. This means that approximately every third note has an accent. In fact, the variation of this rate between melodies seems rather small as evidenced by its standard deviation of 0.46. For the audio data the average is 11.67 accented notes per melody, which results in an accent rate of 2.2 notes per accent (SD ¼ 0.45). In contrast, when we look at the average number of accents between participants we obtain the same mean (8.02) for the MIDI data but with a much higher standard deviation of 2.68. The range is marked by a low 3.5 accents per melody assigned by participant number 28 and a high 12.5 accents per melody as given by participant number 18. Given these different susceptibilities or thresholds to accent perception, which we cannot address in this study due to space limitations we stick to the mean accent rates of about 2.9 (MIDI) and 2.2 (audio) for determining how many notes of an unseen melody should be accented.
To measure the relation between the proportional accent value and the binary model predictions we use again the AUC measure. Hosmer and Lemeshow (2000) . Still for the audio models we obtain 'excellent' to 'acceptable' classification results with AUC values above of 0.8 and 0.71. This good performance is evidenced by Figures 13 and  14 , which show the proportional accent values against the binary accent prediction by the binomial and the tree model for two example melodies with a model performance near the average. 
Discussion
We presented a new approach and framework for investigating the perception of melodic accents. This approach consists of (a) defining a large set of possible accent rules in algorithmic terms, (b) selecting a smaller subset of rules from the initial set and modelling the sum of the accents votes of the participants by prediction models, and (c) evaluating the model predictions on an unseen dataset that had not been used for variable selection or modelling. We tested two different models, a binomial model that combines the accent rules as linear predictors and a tree model, which combines accent rules in a hierarchical way. The resulting models show an acceptable to excellent performance on the data test set for both predicting proportions and binary accent decisions. Of course, both models will need further testing for robustness and the parameter estimates should rather be viewed as indicating means of confidence intervals in that region. However, there are a number of results which we are confident about already from the results with the present data and which are, thus, worth summarizing.
. Both models perform better on the MIDI data than on the audio data. This is easily explained by the fact that the original version of the melodies naturally contain much more information that might be relevant for melodic accent perception and that is not captured by the 38 melodic accent rules, e.g. the rhythmic and harmonic accompaniment, timbral information, or cues in the lyrics or the singer's phrasing. . The models derived from the audio data feature much more prominently rules related to temporal information, i.e. inter-onset intervals and metrical position. . The models derived from MIDI data feature rules from a variety of different categories, i.e. reflecting different aspects of the melodic data. . The rules incorporated in the binomial and the tree model exhibit a certain overlap, or at least reflect similar aspects of the melodic data. This seems to apply more to the MIDI than to the audio data. . There are no significant performance differences between the binomial and the tree models for both data sets and although there is a tendency for the binomial model to perform better on the MIDI data but worse on the audio data one could choose either model for application purposes in light of the present data. . The rates of number of notes per accent are relatively constant between melodies when averaged over participants and have means of 2.9 (MIDI) and 2.2 (audio). They are less constant when compared between participants and averaged over melodies. Thus, different listeners seem to have different sensitivities to accent cues in the melodies but these differences seem to level out when looking at the entire sample. . The performance of both models on the unseen MIDI data is indeed very satisfying.
This holds true for the model predictions in the form of the original response variable (proportions of accent votes) as well as for the reduction to binary accent predictions.
Looking at the commonalities of the models derived from the MIDI data, it has to be emphasized that both models highlight Gestalt-based rules for accent perception concerning pitch interval, pitch contour and interonset intervals as well as metre and syncopation accent rules. In conclusion, it is safe to state from the present results that human perception of melodic accents uses information about several different aspects of the melodic data. Therefore, any model that is limited to only one or a few melodic dimensions can only be considered to account partially for listeners' perception of melodic accents. Due to the different nature of the binomial and the tree model the relative importance (as measured by the beta weights in the binomial model and the decrease of the relative error in the tree model) of the individual rules differs between the two models. The largest decrease in the tree model is obtained by splitting notes according to their relative inter-onset interval length (longpr). In contrast, longpr has a beta-weight of only medium magnitude when compared to the parameter values of the other rules in the binomial model. The perception of accents in pop music melodies 39 Therefore, it seems that despite their comparable performance on the evaluation dataset the two models are similar in their choice of accent rules but not reducible to each other. We view them as two different but equally valid ways to model the empirical data from this experiment. Both models derived from the audio data employ a clearly different selection of accent rules. This indicates that models using only rules based on melodic structure and external metre information are less adequate to describe melodic accent perception when the melody is presented in its full musical context. Both audio models make heavy use of metrical and syncopation rules, where accents on beats seem to be balanced or even emphasized by syncopations. These findings are consistent with the theory of a metric hierarchy of accentuated notes in each measure along with modifications for pop and rock music regarding anticipating syncopations which can be a highly effective aesthetic device when employed in combination with a strong metrical grid (see Temperley 1999 Temperley , 2001 Pfleiderer, 2006) .
Employing a staged variable selection technique for the binomial model involving hierarchical clustering and step-wise variable elimination we arrived at compact models for the two datasets. The models comprise respectively nine and four rules out of the initial set of 38 rules. A qualitative look at the selected rules showed that they contribute largely complementary information to the resulting model. Searching the solution space in terms of rules and parameters as being one of the motivations of this study has, thus, been successful. The largely differing AUC values for the various rules pertaining to the same pre-defined category make it very obvious that certain formulations of a high-level influential factor are more appropriate than others (see Table 1 ). For example, rules predicting accents only before a large pitch jump perform very badly compared to both, rules predicting accents after and before a jump and also rules predicting an accent only after a jump. Regarding pitch contour accentuation we found that accenting every change in melodic direction (pexstra) is a very bad accent predictor. Filtering for trivial contour changes is certainly needed to enhance the predictive power of the rules from this category. However, the threshholded version of the Thomassen-algorithm which takes three-note patterns into account gives still a far better performance. Phrase endings and inter-onset intervals in relation to the predecessor inter-onset interval or to the mode of inter-onset intervals in a melody are very important for accent perception, whereas phrase beginnings and short notes do not seem to correspond to accent perception at all. For metre rules only beat one and beat three of a 4/4 bar are perceived as being strongly accented. These findings might feed into a follow-up study where accent rules with a consistently bad performance can be eliminated from the initial rule set making variable selection easier and quicker.
Taken together, the results reported in this study and summarized in the previous paragraphs can be viewed as novel contributions to research the topic of melodic accent perception. While aiming at the general applicability of rule-based models, we introduced precision in the formulation of the individual rules as well as for the method of rule combination. As a result we propose sufficiently specified models that we claim are adequate at least for the prediction of perceived accents in monophonic Western pop melodies when objective metre information is provided by an external source. The models are ready for testing and we would like to invite researchers in the area to investigate their performance and usefulness with different melody repertoires and in different experimental designs or application environments.
Outlook
The design of this study was partly set out as a statistical modelling paradigm to handle a typical data mining situation where we have a large set of potential predictor variables, a limited number of observations, noisy empirical data, and no firm hypothesis of the type of model that would fit the data best. Given the recent growth in techniques and algorithms developed for similar data analysis problems, we could naturally only explore a tiny fraction of the conceptually applicable options that have implemented versions available. A list of options to follow up in a subsequent study would include the following ideas.
It is very straightforward within the present framework to apply different transformations to the response variable in the binomial model (e.g. probit transformation) and to employ different parameter optimization techniques for the maximum likelihood estimation (Newton-Raphson type algorithms, the Nelder-Mead method or simulated annealing). This may result in better prediction results from the binomial model. Similarly, other state-of-the-art data mining techniques like boosting or random forests would probably be well suited to explore the possibly non-linear relation between predictors and the response variable as well as the nonadditive relation among the predictors themselves. However, one has to keep in mind that these more sophisticated data mining models might gain some additional predictive power but at the same time are usually more difficult to understand and interpret than the very clear model structures that result from a general linear model or a tree model.
Apart from the statistical power of these techniques that might lead to better prediction a qualitative inspection of the types of errors that both models make 40
would be a useful exercise. Given that most rules are based on Gestalt laws and have simple algorithmic mechanisms, the analytical eye should be able to spot missing rules in the models or musical situations that the models in the present state can't accommodate. A qualitative analysis such as this could then lead to a formulation of additional rules that cover musical aspects that have not be been catered for so far. A quick qualitative look at model predictions and scores of the examples mentioned above suggests that at least rules for identifying global contour extrema, parallelism, and suspension notes could be a useful addition. For modelling accent perception from audio data complementary rules are certainly needed as well, since the performance of the present models indicates that they remain incomplete. But extracting relevant predictors (e.g. harmony, metre, phrasing of melody line) automatically from the raw audio data with a precision comparable to the Gestalt rules presented here remains a very difficult audio engineering task. A sensible extension of the present approach would certainly be the introduction of the concept of timedependency within a sequence of accents. So far, we have modelled accents only on the basis of the musical events happening on a particular note or within a very limited time-window (2 notes for the jump-before-and-after rules and 3 notes for the Thomassen rule). The tacit assumption of most rules is that subsequent notes are independent in their accent values. But repetitions, metrical parallelism, and the accent structure of the immediately preceding notes could all very well be valuable sources of information that our human participants used in making accent judgements and that would need to be modelled as well. Time-series analysis and Markov chains are two models that would allow for the inclusion of the notion of dependency between subsequent notes with regard to accentedness.
Just as Markov chains introduce dependency between subsequent events so could general global characteristics be introduced on which local accent rules are dependent. For example the complexity, the syncopation level or the style/genre of a piece or a monophonic melody could be global predictors that may have strong influences on how local Gestalt rules trigger accent perceptions.
Another tacit assumption with regard to the data analysis was to assume that there is a somehow 'correct' or 'true' accent strength associated with each note and that all participants respond to this true accent strength with different internal thresholds. These hypothesized different internal thresholds would explain why some participants judge a note to be accented and others don't. The binomial model assumes that by summing up the binary decisions we obtain a measurement that reflects the true accent strength. Contrary to this assumption, it might be perfectly possible that different participants perceive the accent structure of a melody very differently from each other with their accent having little overlap. Then, by adding together binary accent votes from participants that differ substantially in their perceptions and judgements we would obtain meaningless averages that would not reflect any accent strength profile as perceived by one of the participants. From a qualitative look at the present data this divergence between participants certainly isn't the case for some melodies. For example, the very regular patterns and rather unanimous votes for melody no. 15 'Mas in Madison Square Garden' (Figure 9 ) indicate a rather large agreement between participants. In contrast, the longer passage (notes 5 to 11) of the MIDI version of melody no. 4, 'Take good' (Figure 10 ), could potentially be an indicator of accent votes getting split between two or more perceptive strategies. This would have to be confirmed by inter-subject agreement measures applied to each melody item individually. One way of dealing with diverging perception patterns is to cluster participants into groups with largely similar judgements, which then allows one to model each group of participants separately.
In either case, the models will certainly gain in prediction performance and robustness if they have more data to learn from. Therefore, the collection of more empirical data is necessary for the continuation of the approach proposed in this study. It would certainly make for interesting comparisons if we could train and test accent models of melodies from different styles (e.g. jazz melodies and improvised solo lines or folk songs). Similarly, it would be highly interesting to compare the here presented empirical data to experimental results where the perceived accent strength was measured using other experimental paradigms, e.g. paradigms that do not require conscious and overt accent strength judgements but make use of implicit techniques.
Above all, the models constructed and tested in this study need to be challenged by an application with melodic data outside the experimentally collected accent ratings. We expect that using accent profiles as a melodic salience function actually improves the performance in musicological and music retrieval applications, like query-by-humming applications (e.g. Unal et al., 2008) , tune retrieval from large databases (e.g. Kornsta¨dt, 1998) , research on melodic variations (e.g. Ho¨rnel, 1998) or stylistic clustering in folk-song archives (e.g. Sagrillo, 1999; .
